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Enjoy your outdoor terrace all year long

Fiano Sliding Glass Doors
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Intro- 

duction

Maximum enjoyment during all seasons   

On rainy and windy days, your living room may be more appealing than your 

outdoor terrace. But with our glass sliding doors, you can easily change that, 

meaning that you can also enjoy your outdoor terrace if the weather isn’t great.

Glass sliding doors provide you shielding and a spacious ambiance This always 

provides you sufficient light and a great view of your back yard. 
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The best at home
 

With our versatile and functional glass sliding doors, you’ll 

enjoy your garden and terrace all year long. When the 

weather is great, enjoy your outdoor terrace by moving 

aside the sliding doors and change your outdoor terrace 

into  a fully concealed area so that you can stay outside 

longer when the temperature drops. The glass sliding doors 

offer benefits all year long, meaning that you can always 

enjoy the best at home!

Why a Deponti glass sliding door:

- Easily expandable with various accessories

- High quality system for a competitive price

- Less impact of weather conditions

- Versatile and functional

- Create a closed space

- Shielding against wind and rain

-  Can be mounted in any canopy brand, on your balcony  

or in your garden house
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Fiano
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DETAILS

Colours (profiles):  RAL9016 / RAL9001 / RAL7024 / RAL9005 / Brute

Panel width* (mm) 640 / 820 / 980 /1040

Glass thickness (mm) 10

Number of tracks  2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6-track rails

Installation height* (mm) 2000 / 2100 / 2150 / 2200 / 2250 / 2300 / 2400 / 2500 

* Deviating dimensions are also available on request. 

As an added option, the glass sliding doors of Deponti can be expanded with various 

glass door accessories of Deponti, such as handles and carriers. 

Fiano glass sliding doors
 

With the Deponti Fiano you can turn your veranda easily 

into a luxury garden room allowing you to enjoy your 

garden and terrace all year long. It allows you to create a 

new place in your home where the indoor and outdoors 

are merged. 

The glass panels are available in various height- and 

width dimensions, can run in three to six rail tracks and 

have no side frames. Due to this, they offer a free view of 

your backyard.

The Fiano glass sliding door is made of glass panels that 

can be slid left and right. The wheel systems are 

height-adjustable, as a result the glass panels can be 

perfectly tuned to any type of terrace. Moreover, the 

system is fitted with bottom wheel guides. This means 

that our glass sliding doors can be installed in every 

existing construction. In addition, the bottom of each 

glass panel is equipped with an aluminium H profile, fitted 

with double wheel systems, that provide smooth sliding 

of the walls.
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Possibi- 
lities

Our glass sliding doors are 
versatile and functional
 

If you want to enjoy the outdoors longer, glass sliding 

doors provide extra shielding against wind and rain.  

So our glass sliding doors are a suitable addition to 

your veranda. 

The Fiano sliding doors are also perfect as closure of 

your porch, garden house, cabin and balcony, among 

other things. Ask the Deponti dealer near you for 

advice and the possibilities of our glass doors.
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Smooth guiding of your 
sliding glass doors

The Fiano glass sliding doors from Deponti has 

top and bottom rails that smoothly guide the 

glass panels. The top rail is 60 mm high and has 

double brush profiles, providing stable guidance. 

The bottom rail has a low bottom guide with an 

removable link-guide rail. The bottom rail is 

provided with water drainage slots through which 

rainwater can run out of the rail. 

Advantage of our bottom rail is the low threshold 

height, ensuring a user friendly situation with an 

almost flat transition outside. Optionally, the 

bottom rail can, without drivers, be fitted with 

filling strips for an even more beautiful finish of 

your glass sliding door.
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Steel-  
look

Fiano Steel-look:  

An eyecatcher in no time 
 

With the Fiano-Steel-look glazing bars from Deponti you create the 

perfect combination between a homely atmosphere and the feeling 

of being outdoors. The glazing bars are characterized by a combina-

tion of sleek design and a spacious character. In combination with 

the black look, you add a modern look to your roof or garden room. 

In no time. 

A stylish solution

The steel-look glazing bars give your glass wall(s) the robust 

appearance of steel, with the advantages of aluminum material. It is 

light, durable and will last for years. So you can enjoy the trendy 

look in your complete garden room every time. You can also tailor 

the Fiano Steel look to your preferences. The black glazing bars can 

easily be placed on both sides of the glass wall via a connecting 

U-profile. You can adapt to our liking, by adding the horizontal rods. 

For example, you can opt for a distribution of two, three or four 

compartments. And to top it off, opt for a beautiful screw-in handle. 

Completely coordinated with the look of the glazing bars.

In no time

If your garden room already has glass walls, you can add this steel 

look. The system is suitable for all glass heights and widths. 

Regardless of the brand. The steel look is flexible and fully customi-

zable. The only requirement is a glass thickness of 10mm. As a 

result, no adjustments are required on the existing glass wall and 

this sustainable system can be installed in no time. With the Steel 

look you can give a particularly stylish touch to your garden room or 

roof in no time. 
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Accessories
With our accessories, you can make the use of your glass doors suitable 
for every moment, season or weather type. Never again, you’ll have  
to deal with stains or fingerprints on the glass, with matching handles  
or a tracking system allowing you to move all walls at the same time. 

DETAILS

Material Anodised aluminium

 

Drivers are delivered per piece.

DETAILS ADHESIVE HANDLES

Round adhesive handle ø65mm of Stainless Steel

Oval adhesive handlel 73x30mm of Anodised aluminium 

DETAILS SCREW-ON HANDLE

Colours Stainless steel or Black

Dimensions (mm) ø60

Handles

Prevent stains or fingerprints!

Looking for a solution to open and close your 

sliding glass doors more easily? Then you can 

opt for handles to open the sliding doors even 

more easily, without stains or fingerprints. 

Adhesive handles: 

These handles can be attached easily and at 

any spot on the glass panel. You can choose 

between round and oval handles. Choose what 

suits your style best! All adhesive handles come 

in a set of two. The adhesive handles are fitted 

with applied 3M VHB tape allowing you to 

easily attach the handles to the glass.

Screw-on handles:

In addition to standard glass panels we also 

have glass panels with a ground and polished 

50mm handle in our product range. This results 

in a glass wall with a perfectly finished and 

luxurious handle.

Tracking system

All glass panels open and close at once 

With mounted drivers in the profile of the 

Deponti Fiano glass sliding wall, the wall can 

easily be slid open and shut. The drivers make 

sure that every panel follows automatically, 

meaning that you don’t have to move every 

glass panel individually.

To be able to install the drivers, the glass sliding 

wall panels requires a minimum overlap of 35mm. 

You decide the exact size of the overlap. The 

drivers can be mounted in a flexible manner, so 

the overlap of each panel could be determined 

individually.
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DETAILS

Material Anodised aluminium

DETAILS

Colours RAL9016 / RAL9001 / RAL7024 /  

  RAL9005 / Brut

Length (mm) 2500

 

 

Glass door lock

Lock your glass sliding door 

Add our glass door lock to your Fiano sliding 

doors to be able to fix the outer glass panel to 

the U profile by means of a lock. 

 

PLEASE NOTE: If your Fiano glass door is not 

fitted with a tracking system, your only secure 

the outer panel. The other glass panels can still 

move freely.

Brushes

Windproof finish of your glass sliding wall 

As finishing of your glass sliding walls, aluminium 

profiles with brushes can be added to the sides 

of the glass walls. These shield the terrace from 

the wind and stabilize and support the glass 

walls in sliding. In that, you can also choose 

special closing U units with brushes, to make 

sure that no draft gets inside from the outside.

Adding brushes offers protection against draft, 

moisture, dust and pests. 

The brushes come in a standard length and can 

easily be adjusted in size.  
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More in-
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Get to know the Deponti 
Dealer network
 

Would you like to see, feel and experience our 

luxurious sliding glass doors in real life? Of course 

that’s possible! We would be happy to direct you 

personally to a sales point near you. Our products 

are sold exclusively through a network of top 

dealers.

More information can be found on our website.

DEPONTI.COM
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